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Wimbledon
opens
A BRANCH OPENING with a difference
was welcomed by south-west London on
Monday July 5.
Wimbledon's famous fortnight of tennis
had just finished as a new era was
beginning for JS's local branch—with an
extension which has immediately
doubled its sales area, and further
improvements to come that will ultimately add an extra 5,500 sq ft to total
about 17,700.
On Saturday July 3 the 'old' store at
8-12 Worple Road closed for extensive
modernisation and the adjacent premises
opened on the Monday morning completing phase one of the two phase plan. In the
autumn the refurbished 'old' area will
open too as the final stage of this
important development.
The extension's opening proved an
even greater success than had been
anticipated and justified all the efforts
that ensured that the new sales area
would open without even one day's delay
in trading. Sales on the first day were
even higher than expected as a huge
number of loyal customers came to
support the venture. Sainsbury's association with Wimbledon goes back to 1954
when the manual store opened, and was
strengthened ten years later when the
self-service branch opened in Worple
Road.
The new sales area's launch has
brought back memories for Bill
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Summerton, now the district manager
responsible for Wimbledon. He was
deputy manager at Worple Road when it
opened in 1964, and recalls that it was
hailed as the largest store in the area at
that time!
The management team at Wimbledon
has gradually been built up since George
Bastone joined the store as manager, last
September, in preparation for the
changes. During the last few months
more than 40 new staff have also been
recruited in order to help cope with the
increase in trade. George is particularly
pleased to be able to offer local shoppers
additional new facilities. The store now
boasts some 60 car parking spaces above
the branch (which is designed to be a free
service for short stay shoppers) and offers
new departments such as free-flow
produce and off-licence along with
hundreds of extra lines.
Eventually some fresh foods and the
off-licence will be housed in the 'old'
shop and the other departments will have
more space. The number of lines will be
increased yet again too.
A new era for Wimbledon

Until this month there have only been
ten checkouts. Now there are three more
and eventually there will be 21 including
a cigarette kiosk.
The Wimbledon development has
already resulted in benefits all round
according to die management team and
staff who are busy adapting to the
additional facilities. Reception manager,
Martin Fitton, comments that even the
access at the back door is a dramatic
improvement.
Monday is traditionally a lively day at
Wimbledon—it's not unusual to find a
small line of shoppers patiently waiting
for the doors to open. But the first
Monday in July was differept and a long
queue was in evidence by 9.30. It was
made up from JS regulars and many more
who were attracted away from competitors by the increase in variety offered
and the spaciousness of the new store.
Support for the extension and the car
parking area was frequently voiced and
staff were pleased when a card was sent to
them by a customer which said: 'Welcome
to your new home!'

Prize guy

SAINSBURY's comes top of the class
again! JS's prize Aberdeen Angus bull,
Nightingale General Challenger, has
gained a n o t h e r top spot in the
limelight—this time at the Royal Highland
Show on June 22. He was awarded
Supreme Champion in the Aberdeen
Angus class.
During 1981 Challenger also won
many revered prizes so this, the beginning
of only his second season in the show ring,
looks very promising.
Other JS entries at the Royal Highland
gained two firsts.
Following his victory in the Highland,
Challenger came south to tackle the
Royal Show at Stoneleigh. Unfortunately
the English opposition proved just a little
too strong and he failed to repeat his
success. He was just pipped at the post
and was placed second. A JS Aberdeen
Angus cow, however, was judged first in
her class.
Challenger— the winner!

Annual General Meeting
SAINSBURY'S Annual General Meeting
for shareholders was held on June 30.
During the course of his address the
chairman, Sir John Sainsbury, said that
the company has started the year well
and has achieved its targetted volume
growth.
'We have a welcome increase in the
number of customer transactions and
whilst competition is as strong as ever, I
am confident that we continue to offer
outstanding value to our customers as we
have done in recent years. Naturally, the
quite exceptional level of sales increase
that we have enjoyed in the last two years
cannot go on forever, nevertheless our
volume growth continues to be
satisfactory.
'This has been achieved firstly through
the enterprise and hard work of our
people, matched only by the professionalism they bring to their tasks and all the
dedication they give the company.
'This dedication is all the stronger
because so many share the company's
commitment to the pursuit of excellence
in the service of the public. I expressed my
appreciation to our staff in the Annual
Report, but no discussion of the dramatic
progress and development of the com-

'We have a welcome
increase in the
number of customer
transactions'
pany in recent years should do other than
start by paying tribute to those who have
made it possible, the staff of Sainsbury's.
'While we have become a very much
larger company employing, for example,
16,000 more staff—ie, 50 per cent more—
than we did four years ago, we have striven
to be as strong as ever in upholding the
traditions which guide our trading and
personnel policies and our standards of
doing business.

Sir John Sainsbury
'Those traditions must include concern
for the individual customer, as much
today when we have over 5 million as in
our early days when we felt we were lucky
to have 5,000. And they must include
concern for every individual member of
staff, even though today there are 50,0Q0.
It is also most important that it should
continue to include a concern for the
goodwill of our suppliers, a goodwill that
must be second only in importance to our
customers' goodwill.
'Of course the efforts of our staff and
our allegiance to the traditional strength
of the company would not have produced
the progress of the last few years if it had
not been for the investment programme
we have had. In four years we have put
over £300 milllion into building new
stores, updating and re-equipping old
ones, modernising our distribution
facilities and adding substantially to our
data processing resources'.
On the topic of planning authorities
and the consumer Sir John commented:
'It has to be said, however, that too often
new stores are not all that they could
have been. This may sound a surprising
statement when their trading success is
all too evident and their attractiveness

for the customer far superior to old stores
they replaced or to competitive stores
they face. But the facts are that in too
many cases the planning authorities
prevent us providing either the stores of
the size that are needed today or the car
parking that is required by our customers.
'I am not questioning for one moment
the need for most careful planning of
land usage and I believe most sincerely in
the protection of our countryside and the
importance in this regard of the green
belt areas.
. . . 'However, the important point I
must make to you is that at the present
time the planning authorities' thinking is
dominated too often by a protective
attitude to the commercial status quo
rather than by concern with the needs
and desires of consumers—that is the
shopping public.

'The problem of
obtaining planning
permission
for the stores we wish
to build remains
a serious constraint'
. . . 'It (planning) requires boldness and
imagination and an approach that is
creative rather than protective of vested
commercial interest. I think it also
requires humility rather than an
arrogance that government knows
best—be it local or national.
. . . 'Thirty years ago only 7 per cent of
households had a car to use for their
shopping, now 60 per cent of households
have cars. That is why we place such
emphasis on convenient surface car
parking adjacent to our modern stores.
. . . 'Looking forward the problem of
obtaining planning permission for the
stores we wish to build remains a serious
constraint.'
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Here is the first of a new regular business section to
appear in the Journal. Each month a look will be taken at
City and finance matters, the state of the competition, how
JS is performing and other related trade matters.

BUSINESS NEWS

Tesco's
results
TESCO recently announced their results.
They were well received by the Stock
Market—profits before tax were up 22 per
cent on 1980/81 to £42.7 million, some £5
million more than was expected. The
shares jumped 8p on receipt of this good
news.
The company managed to reduce their
borrowings by £23 million through selling
and then leasing back some of their stores.
This, together with lower interest rates
meant that interest charges were some £7
million lower than in 1980/81, so their profit
before interest charges was little changed.

Coupons
What other factors affected their performance? Their prices probably rose by
about 8 per cent. They opened several new
stores, so that their average sales area was
about 9 per cent more than the previous
year. Taking these two factors into account,
their sales per square foot of selling space
most probably fell in real terms. The
difference in our relative trading performance has therefore widened—we sell over
twice as much as Tesco for each square
foot of sales area.
In recognition that their share of the
market has been declining over the last two
years, Tesco announced their Checkout
82' campaign. This was backed up by a £2
million advertising campaign on TV and
radio, and in the press. The price reductions
centred on their smaller stores which had
been very uncompetitive. The main impact
of those price reductions is therefore likely
to be on small independent g rocers and the
Co-ops rather than on JS and our fellow
operators of large supermarkets.
Tesco are now openly telling customers
that they will accept manufacturers' moneyoff coupons without the customer having to
buy the relevant product. The products
must, however, be stocked by the store.
Whilst this is also JS's trading policy, the
fact has never been advertised. Tesco's promotion of this fact certainly arousing the
anger of the manufacturers who offer
coupons. They suffer the cost but do not
necessarily get increased sales.
4

County comes to the city
JS SUPPLIER, G Ruddle & Co, has recently
placed some of its shares on the Unlisted
Securities Market (USM). This is a junior
version of the proper Stock Market, and is
intended as a lower cost alternative for
smaller companies which need to raise only
small amounts of money.
Ruddles, famed, for their strong beerRuddles County—were a small local
brewery until the late 1960's. Then came
two big breaks for the company. Firstly,
large retailers like ourselves obtained liquor
licences and were looking for good quality
suppliers. Secondly, the Campaign for Real
Ale (CAM RA) took a liking to the company's
products.
When the beers from the larger
companies like Watneys took a battering in
the 1970's, CAMRA's recognition of the
high quality of Ruddle's ales was very
effective in promoting their sales. The
resulting rapid growth required a large
amount of money. So in 1978 the company
sold all but one of its 39 pubs. This was
sufficient until 1981. Ruddles then decided
that it would be nice to have a small piggy
bank of funds as a cushion in times of need;
new funds would also help pay for
continuing purchases of new machinery.

This year packaging lines have been
installed for a new half-litre bottle— recently
introduced at JS stores. So it was decided to
raise £600,000 on the USM.
Unlike many brewers, three-quarters of
Ruddle's sales are in the 'take-home' trade.
JS account for about a fifth of Ruddle's total
sales of £7 million a year. As well as stocking
Ruddle's County and Ruddle's Classic
lager, Sainsbury's very successful ownlabel bitter is made by the company.
Ruddles also make own-label beers for
other retailers. Their success in satisfying
these customers is shown by their
outstanding profits record— Ruddle's profits
are now 16 times higher than in 1978.

JS growth
record

companies such as United Scientific
Holdings [number 1), and Racal (3). Apart
from JS, other retailers to make a strong
showing were William Morrison [11], Bejam
(13), Associated Dairies (21), and Kwik
Save (23).
As we all know, the bigger you are, the
harder it is to grow. So, JS's recent
performance is especially satisfying, since
the company is already much larger than
the other mentioned food retailers. JS is
one of only two companies to achieve a
value in the stock market of over £1 billion in
1982, the other being Racal.

A SURVEY recently published in Management Today acknowledges JS's growth
record since 1972. Out of the top 200
public companies in the UK, Sainsbury's
rank number 18 in terms of growth. The
survey did not take into account the 1982
results, and so the true position would be
even higher.
The top 20 is dominated by electronics

Tasty investment
What do Ruddles think of the USM?
Chairman, Tony Ruddle, proclaimed the
issue of shares on the USM as 'thoroughly
satisfactory'. The company had obtained
most of the benefits of going on to the main
Stock Market, at a fraction of the cost. What
did the USM think of Ruddles? A tasty
investment—the shares increased in value
by almost a fifth in the first day they were
traded.

EEC prices
up
THE EEC recently decided on the 1982
round of farm price increases. An increase
of 10.4 per cent has been imposed on the
UK against our wishes. After currency
adjustments this works out at 13 per cent.
There was much bitter argu ment at the EEC
headquarters in Brussels, but in the end our

views were overruled by France and
Germany.
British farmers, not normally known for
their cheerfulness in matters financial, were
reported to be moderately happy with the
rises. The increases vary from product to
product. Cereal prices have increased by
only 8.5 per cent in recognition that there is
too much grain on the market at the
moment. Dairy farmers have, however,
been lucky. Although there is some oversupply in the milk market (a milk float?] they

have been awarded 10.5 per cent. Olive oil,
which positively floods Europe now that
Greece has entered the EEC, rises by 11
per cent.
The food manufacturers are upset by the
increases which will mean about 5p on a
250g pack of butter, 1.25p on a kilo of flour,
3p on a kilo of sugar, and almost a penny on
a large loaf. Luckily for the consumer not all
of those increases will necessarily be
reflected in higher retail prices but will be
absorbed by the manufacturers or retailers.

An attack of the generics
NOT, what you might think, a debilitating
disease, generics are in fact no-name
products promoted by large retailers on the
basis of a very low price. The goods are
usually presented in 'no-frills' packaging,
and are best described by the words used to
promote them on the sides of packs. For
example: A range of quality products in
straightforward packs carefully tested for
satisfaction and value,' or 'The Basics
Promise: Good performance at a basic
price.'
The first UK retailer to market generics
was International Stores who launched
their 'Plain & Simple' range in 1977. They
were followed by Carrefour ['Brand Free'),
Fine Fare ('Yellow Packs'), Mace ['Basic
Buy') and Allied Suppliers with a range of
some 20 items named 'Basics', now
increased to 34 products.

'It's not worth the fuss'
Interestingly, in 1980 Daisy H y a m s - a
director of Tesco—said: As far as we're
concerned generic lines mean just
changing packaging to make a marginal
price difference. It's not worth the fuss, and
to produce a generic line cheaper than
Tesco own label, we would have to reduce
our quality.'
In 1981 Tesco introduced their own
version of generics—'Value Lines'! They
started in Scotland, reached as far as
Yorkshire, and are now to be found in a few
stores around London.
How did they originate? Like many

John Read

retailing ideas, it all started in the USA.
Carrefour in France were also pioneers in
this field. The impetus to introduce them in,
this country came from three sou rces. One,
own-label lines had recently been introduced
and were seen to be doing well. Two,
retailers thought that very low cost items
fulfilled the needs of a country in recession.
Three, food manufacturers had plenty of
spare capacity which large retailers could
use to obtain generics at a very competitive
price.
The JS label range offers the best
possible value for money at the standards of
quality which the company thinks
customers expect from Sainsbury's. This
would not be provided by generics of a
reduced quality.
What sort of products are sold as
generics? Usually they are commodity
items-those household essentials that we
buy week in, week out, not the sort of goods
which require attractive presentation to
induce an 'impulse purchase.' So generics
range from beans to toilet rolls, and petfood
to biscuits.
It is funny to think that in some ways the
presentation of these commodities has
almost turned fuil circle. Thirty or forty
years ago biscuits were sold loose over the
counter. Then, until the advent of generics,
they would be sold in elaborately designed
packs. Now, those who sell generics have
almost reverted to the original brown paper
bag.
What does this change mean for the retail
industry? This question can only be
answered by examining all the available

product types— brands, own-label and
generics. There seems to be agreement
that the advent of generics will not increase
the size of the total food market. Indeed
introducing a range of generics may well
reduce a retailer's total takings because the
increase in customer traffic may be
insufficient to compensate for the lower
prices being charged.

Better value
Own-labels and generics are not thought
to threaten the leading brand names such
as Heinz, Kellogs, Persil, and Birds Eye.
Instead, they will reduce the sales of
so-called secondary brands—those that are
not advertised so heavily, and are not so
familiar to the shopper. Indeed, Tesco have
said on more than one occasion that they
will now stock a maximum of only two
brands on most lines. The likely result is that
the shopper trades-off a reduction in choice
for lower prices in generics and better value
in own-label.
continued on page 17

PRODUCTS
Neapolitan taste
BIG isn't always beautiful looking at
the ever increasing sales of litre packs of
JS own-label ice cream.
Larger tubs (4 ltr) are slowly being outrun by the conveniently shaped 1 litre pack
of ice cream, and a new flavour has just
been launched to encourage summer sales.
The neat Neopolitan cutting brick

pack has been designed to match the
already popular own-label Vanilla and
Raspberry Ripple. All three flavours are
available at 112 branches at 54p.
So, now's the chance to fill freezers
and refrigerators with these practical,
easy to store multiple serve packs of
ice cream.

Piefect
Dressing
for dinner
SNAP UP the new tastes from JS's
'dressings' range quickly because, if you
don't someone else will!
Thousand Island, a piquant dressing
permeated with gherkins, onions and
peppers, promises to be the perfect
partner with salad vegetables, avocado
pears and prawns.
Blue Cheese Dressing is a delicious
topping for baked potatoes, a good mix
with vol-au-vent fillings and perfect as a
party dip. One of the main ingredients is
Danish Blue.
Both dressings are not only exclusive
JS recipes, but are also contained in an
attractively designed bottle unique to JS.
Both Thousand Island and Blue Cheese
are available at 130 branches at a very
competitive price (55p).

FRESH PUFF and Shortcrust p a s t r y which tastes 'just like mama used to
make'! —have been launched this
month by the dairy buying department.
These smart new packs, contain
perhaps the most manageable readymade fresh pastry available on the
market.
If not required for use immediately, both

Featured flavours
REGULAR YOGGERS will not have
failed to notice that every month for the
past two years JS has introduced a new
flavour into its range of own-label yogurts.
The last six months has seen the
following flavours appear—pear, apple,
sultana and cinnamon, honey, pineapple
and coconut, peach and vanilla.
As far as is known JS has the biggest
range of flavours in the country—17
standard lines plus the feature of the
month. All are very tasty!
July's flavour is Jaffa, made as usual
from skimmed milk and conserve. It is
now available at all branches at 13p.
What is the flavour for September?
There are various possibilities, but it will
almost certainly be . . .

July delight
WHO NEEDS A HOLIDAY in
France when for £2.35 you can
conjure up all the sun and sea
you want with the help of a glass
of JS's own-label Cotes de
Provence Rose.
T h e wines of Cotes de
Provence come from the
Fabre domaines around Peirrefen. The effect of the
granite hills, the mediterranean climate and the
blend of cinsault, grenache and carignan grapes
used in the making of
wine, produces a
medium bodied, fruity,
dry Rose.
Served chilled it is
Sain*«rft
»4#
ideal with white
meat or fish-dishes,
hors d'oeuvres or
by itself as a
refreshing aperitif.
It is available in
202 branches.

can be kept chilled or frozen until
needed.
JS own-label pastry is made by
Haverhill Meat Products' subsidiary
company, Palethorpes, who have been
pie makers for nearly 90 years and are
famous for their superb pastry.
Puff and Shortcrust pastry are now
available in 500 g packs at 43p each.

Crisp'n' crunchy
POTATO, cheese, celery and onion salad
is one of the latest additions to the
delicatessen range at JS following its success as a 'salad of the month'. It is a fresh
salad recommended for eating on its own
or as an accompaniment to cold meats.
The July salad of the month, crisp
vegetable salad in French dressing, is a
crunchy blend of cabbage, carrot, peppers, celery, cucumber and sweetcorn—
in a vinaigrette dressing. It is delicious
with pork pies, cold meats and quiches.
The tubs are priced at 44p and 29p
respectively and together with the bulk
version are available at 59 branches.
At the end of the promotion the crisp
vegetable salad will join the potato salad
as a standard line.

^ ^
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HIRTEEN might traditionally be unlucky for some, but Sunday June 13 was a
happy and extremely lucky 'fun day' for the many thousands of Sainsbury's
staff, families and friends who converged on Dulwich for Family Day '82.
After the extremes of climate of the last two Family Days—last year's heat-wave and
1980's downpour!—this year's mild weather was kind to those participating in the
sporting events, children's activities or discovering a myriad of entertainments for all
the family.

T

9

The Griffin was woken early by scores
of workers putting last minute touches to
the side-shows, exhibitions, games, stalls
and competitions, whilst next door the
Heme Hill Stadium was being readied for
the day-long programme of sporting
events.
From the word go the event lived up to
its name—there was a palpable family
atmosphere in the best of JS traditions.
As representatives from all over the
country teemed into Dulwich, old friends
were reunited, new friendships made—
everybody determined that a good time
be had by all.
The first arrivals headed straight for
the tea and coffee stalls or were tempted
by the tantalising aromas of the thoughtfully provided 'breakfast specials'—
freshly cooked bacon butties.
Before the official opening at 11 am,
held in the stadium and carried out by
retail division director, Joe Barnes, there
was the opportunity to explore, and the
general consensus of opinion was
undoubtedly that this year there was
more than ever to see and do.
Not wishing to let a second of the fun
go to waste, spectators were provided
with some extra amusement—'Prince
Charles' and 'Princess Diana' lookalikes
arrived—complete with the royal babyto-be!
Everyone knew the day was really
under way however, when the traditional
colourful parade around the stadium was
led by old favourites—the Hadleigh
Band and Drum Majorettes. The cheerleaders displayed their usual array of
imaginative and carefully prepared
costumes—all eight teams putting everything into out-shouting one another.
10
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Whilst the arena filled with grunts and
groans from the tug of war, signalling the
start of the sports, the fairground came
alive.
The most popular ride, and a new

attraction, were the donkeys, for which
there were endless participants. (Surely
a must for next year!)
The roundabouts were also a favourite
inclusion—especially the old fashioned
merry-go-round famous for its
appearance in Tommy Steele's film 'Half
a Sixpence'.
Piercing screams wafted from the
House of Horrors, and the radio controlled miniature car track provided
another
magnetic
attraction —
Sainsbury's Family Day van zoomed
round ceaselessly, chased by sports cars.
But as the day wore on it became
increasingly apparent that it was not only
the kiddies enjoying all the fun of the fair.

Many grown-ups were in evidence
battling determinedly to win teddy bears
and getting stuck into monster sticks of
candy-floss!
Generally, as ever, Family Day visitors
were spoilt for choice as far as food and
refreshments were concerned, and all
queued patiently for their snacks.
If children weren 't taking part in sack
races they could watch the remote
controlled vehicles (far left) or ride on
the merry-go-round. Rides seemed
tremendously popular this yeardonkeys were voted top favouriteswhile parents seemed to get tangled up in
candy-floss
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Representatives
from
all areas
challenged each other in the increasingly
popular and imaginative sports
programme.
The netball and football trophies were
more fiercely contested than ever. More
than 220 teams entered the men's football,
and entries for everything far exceeded
previous years' figures.
The 'It's a Knockout' teams put
themselves through the various
spectacular, not to say gruelling, events,
loudly encouraged throughout the day by
their loyal cheerleaders. A dazzling
variety of costumes coloured each item
on the agenda—'Tarzans' and 'Janes' ran
in one game; pantomime horses were
ridden in the 'stakes' competition—when
horses sometimes lost their heads but
competitors never did!
Superstars, courageously battling
onward, proved their staying power
through seven classes before the winners
were declared.
Quieter, but no less impressive, demonstrations of some of the more domestic
talents of JS staff were found in the main
marquee, which had to be larger than
ever to contain all the competition
exhibits. They included horticulture,
cookery, floral art, photography, wines,
beers and a multitude of handicrafts.
The £1,000 SSA half-yearly draw was
won by Elizabeth Giddings of Letchworth
branch, and super holidays and other
prizes were presented to the lucky
programme winners.
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Displays were on show in the veterans tent (top left) and sportsmen
and women gave a great display of stamina in the stadium.
'Chariots of fire'had nothing on JS runners; tug of war contests
had muscles groaning; It's a Knockout teams made a big splash,
and the bowling green proved popular again this year.
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continued from pages 14/15
Joe Barnes, awarded trophies to the
winners of early events, and the
remaining awards were presented by
finance director, David Sainsbury. David
Sainsbury concluded the 'prize giving'
thanking everyone who had attended, the
organising committee—chaired by
George Abrahams, volunteer veterans
and staff who had worked so hard to
make it yet another memorable family
occasion.
Plans are already in progress for
Family Day '83 and the organising
committee readily admit that it will be
more than a little difficult to improve
upon this year's success.
But keep at it, committee, we know
you'll come up trumps yet again!
Winners received their trophies from
Joe Barnes (above) or David Sainsbury (left) after a challenging
and hectic day's sport for all the family.

Prize Winners
Ladies'half mile

Men's Superstars

Ladies' cycle race

1st Trudie Duthie (Chichester)
2nd Deborah Atherton (Telford)
3rd Rebecca Rogers (Farnborough)

Joint Winners: Simon Pamment (Bromley Area)
and Andrew Newton (Head office)

1st Sharon Duhig (Chertsey)
2nd Brenda Sargent (Chariton depot)
3rd Joyce Thomas (Kettering)

Men's mile

Winners: Kingsland Road
Runners up: Basingstoke depot

1st David Warren (Oxted)
2nd Kevin Martin (Wimbledon)
3rd Simon Kearn (Farnborough)

Veterans' mile
1st Dave Baker
2nd John Austin
3rd Arthur Handley

Bowls pairs' competition
Winners: Neil Martin and Joe Bondi (Hoddesdon
depot)
Runners up: Trevor Davies and David Prior
(Hoddesdon depot)

Ladies' Superstars
Winner Theresa Dooley (Woking Area)
Runner up: Debbie Clark (Romford Area)
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Men's football

Ladies' football
Winners: Lordshill
Runners up: Chertsey

Ladies' long jump
1st Charmaine Stanford (Kingsland Road)
2nd Sandra Tilmouth (Kingsland Road)
3rd Carol Jones (Chelsea)

Men's long jump
1st John Cunningham (East Grinstead)
2nd Noel Serrano (Kingsland Road)
3rd James Deegan (Nine Elms)

Ladies' relay
1st Chelsea
2nd Corby
3rd Uxbridge

Men's relay
1st Farnborough
2nd Corby
3rd South Harrow

Tug of war
1st Newbury
2nd Wembley

Best joker:
Midlands

Ladies' netball
Winners: Broadfield
Runners up: Nine Elms

Best dressed team:
Bromley

BUSINESS NEWS

continued from page 5

Gulliver's
travels
THEY WONT EVEN have to change the
number plate on the Chairman's car!' —
that was the verdict when James Gulliver
announced that his Argyll Foods company
was going to purchase Allied Suppliers
from his old friend Sir James Goldsmith.
James Gulliver chose an unusual way to
raise the money for this deal —a tender
offer'. He invited stock market investors to
pitch their own price (within a given band) at
which they were willing to buy the large
number of shares to finance the purchase
of Allied. However, the Stock Market turned
its back on Argyll, applications were only
received for a quarter of the shares on offer.
James Gulliver was not totally lost; the
deal was underwritten' by the City, which
means he was effectively insured against
precisely this result. He will, however, have
to borrow a large sum to top up the
amount received from the shares sold to the
underwriters. The interest charges on those
borrowings will no doubt depress the
trading profits of the new group.

Allied is better known under its trade
names of Presto and Uptons. Presto has
129 stores concentrating in the Tyne Tees
area and central Scotland—with just a few
shops in the JS trading area. On average
slightly bigger than our stores, they are
heavily promoting a 'food market' concept,
jumping on the fresh food band-wagon.
They have few own-label products like our
JS brands-instead they have a small
range of p r o d u c t s - 3 4 in a l l - c a l l e d
'Basic'-offering low-cost no-frills goods
known as 'generics'.
Liptons is probably better known to JS
people since it trades over most of the U K in
789 small stores. Again they are in
Scotland -almost 200 of their stores are up
there trading as Templetons or Galbraiths.
An interesting development—Liptons now
have food halls' in 13 branches of
Debenhams.
What are Presto and Liptons joining?
Argyll's retail activities are an odd
mixture-137 small Cordon Bleu Freezer
Centres and 157 LoCost supermarkets,
many of which used to be called 'Pricerite',
LoCost are centred in the Midlands, the
North-West and in Wales. Their stores are a
lot smaller than most of ours. Argyll also
have a chain of wholesale cash and carries,
and a wholesale distributor of frozen foods.

Co-op
Congress

Falklands worry

Sum total

Argyll were very unlucky in the timing on
the deal. The day the offer closed the Stock
Market was racked by worries of the cost to
the country of maintaining a large garrison
in the Falklands, and of the effects of the
explosive situation in the Middle East. With
that background, investors were not too
interested in what looked like an expensive
way of investing in high street retailing.

What does it all add up to? Well, the new
group's retail sales will be just over half of
JS's. They will be the fourth biggest grocer
in Britain behind JS, Tesco and Asda.
What will happen now? Some Liptons
may become freezer centres, a few stores
will be closed—there will be a lot of shuffling
of shop signs at Gulliver's end of the high
street in the next few months!

THE CO-OP CHIEFS recently enjoyed
marvellous weather at their annual
Congress in Brighton. But are there clouds
on the horizon? Of the 160 individual retail
societies 72 are now making losses. Twenty
have had to merge in the last year. But
mergers are not always the answer—when
Co-operative Retail Services rescued the
ailing London and Hull Co-ops, its results
showed a loss of £3 million instead of
expected profits of £13 million.
The problems of the Co-ops are plain
enough. Total sales are more than twice that
of JS but last year their increase in sales did
not keep pace with inflation. Since the food
market is static, that means they are losing
their share of the market. The smaller
societies do not have the financial strength
to borrow enough funds to build large
modern supermarkets, so it would seem
their customers are going elsewhere.
The answer chosen at Brighton was to
slim the Co-ops into 25 larger and stronger
retail societies. The Co-operative Wholesale
Society is to merge with Co-operative Retail
Services, the largest retailing Co-op.
At the other end of the scale there are
some small, well-managed Co-ops that are
still doing well. The Ilkeston Co-op in
Derbyshire which offers wide-range of
services in addition to food, intends to
make a profit in 1982 of £600,000 on sales
of £13 million. If that comes true it gives
this particular Co-op a higher rate of
profit than JS recently achieved.

Black Forest Gateaux
continued from page 6
is employed full time to inspect the
general housekeeping by regular and
spot checks at every point of production.
Each machine used during the process is
numbered (and the sample likewise) so
any freak chance of a problem can be
pinpointed and isolated immediately.
Every worker who takes care of a
machine's cleanliness is made personally
and entirely responsible for its routine
cleansing and sterilisation.
The baked chocolate sponges are
cooled, sliced and placed onto the
conveyor belt. During the 'first stages of
development' a spray of dilute syrup
moistens the sponge and a measure of
black cherry mixture is added then
spread over the bottom half.
The ready whipped dairy cream is also
pumped onto the halves and spread. The
two halves are joined and by the time
each cake is placed on a handspun
turntable to have the sides sealed in
cream too, it really begins to look like a
Black Forest Gateau!

Chocolate flakes are then used to coat
the sides and the top by another pair of
quick but gentle hands—this is the last
critical stage that will govern the cake's
final good shape. One false move and its
fragile nature would become very apparent! A circle of cardboard helps the sides
keep their shape from this stage onwards.
Yet more cream is piped onto each
gateau in an attractive design and the
cherry is added before it is whisked
off to be blast frozen. Each is individually
packed and then is transported to
JS—ready to become just one of the 50
million Black Forest Gateaux that are
consumed each year in this country.

The finished gateaux,
encircled by protective
cardboard, are check-weighed
before being placed on a tray
and taken to the blast freezers.
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The story of
Truelove

if't

THE STRONG CONNECTION between
Sainsbury's and Trueloves School for the
physically handicapped has lasted many
years but, sadly, its days may be numbered
now.
The 'tradition' of giving aid to this
school in Ingatestone, Essex, stretches
back more than 20 years, when some
friends at Blackfriars established the
association. Later, when Charlton depot
opened, staff who moved there from head
office continued to support Trueloves,
give them presents and raise funds for the
school.
However, it was announced earlier this
year that the school will probably have to
close due to Government cutbacks, in
July 1983, after a quarter of a century of
service to the community.
Charlton staff have not been swayed
from their belief in the good work that is
carried out at such schools, and insist
that they shall continue to help Trueloves
children for as long as possible.
When Charlton opened in 1970 Stan
Hopkins and Reggie Toop, both foremen
at the depot, initially became involved
with the school but over the years many
more staff have chosen to devote both
time and money to help them. Barry
Whale, chairman of Charlton's SSA
group, and his colleagues, George Pike
and Peter Cutts now arrange all the
voluntary collections and plan the
presents and parties for Trueloves.
Raffles are held in the depot and at
local branches, fetes are organised and,
of course, the annual trip to Southendon-Sea remains one of the highlights of the
year for many of these disabled youngsters. Some of the equipment and other
gifts donated to the school by Sainsbury's
many years ago are still giving good
service to all the children there today.
A team from Charlton also volunteer
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to raise money with side shows at JS's
Family Day. This year, of their three stalls
one was devoted to Trueloves school, one
raised money for Charlton's other
charity ventures and the last raised
money specifically for the Darenth
School for the mentally handicapped—
another institution closely associated with
staff at Charlton depot. Bert Holloway
and his brother Sid co-ordinate the
efforts to raise money for Darenth and
keep alive the commitment to that
school.

Constant devotion
It will be a sad time for Charlton as well
as Trueloves, if the school is
eventually found to be dispensable and
has to close. The appreciation and
obvious pleasure shown by the children
over the years is more than enough
thanks for Charlton's constant devotion
and often time-consuming involvement.
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Without support from the depot some of
the children there may never have known
what it is to be helped to 'dance' in their
wheelchairs at a disco, or the excitement of outings to the seaside for a day
of fun and laughter.
When the discussions over the future
of the school threw a black cloud over the
future oi Trueloves, the school's warden
Eric Eden explained, 'The present policy,
throughout the Education Authorities is
to try to integrate physically handicapped
children into normal school environments. This is, of course, ideal in some
cases, but with the type of children we
have here that form of treatment is not at
all satisfactory. Most of our children are
suffering from terminal disabilities. Their
pleasure and enjoyment, and in fact their
suitable education, depends on them
being in a small unit with people suffering
from similar disabilities where they can
form a small community with a lot in
common. Then they can all receive the
attention that they both need and
deserve.'
While the fate of Trueloves hangs in
the balance, parents of the children have
formed an 'action committee' and some
solutions have been devised. In the mean
time Charlton depot is keeping in close
contact, continuing to support the work
of the school and hoping that the closure
may be averted.
In Eric Eden's last report on recent
progress he concluded 'Regrettably we
have only a limited amount of time at our
disposal, but I am sure that if we do not
succeed it will not be for want of trying.
'We hope very sincerely that the
endeavours of all those who are
concerned about the future of the school
will succeed and we may continue to do
the work for which we are suitably
geared for many years to come.'
Above: The Darenth School stall. Left:
William Creasey from Trueloves visited
Family Day with Barry Whale (standing)
and Eric Eden (kneeling).
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Chairman
Spence
WENDY SPENCE, JS's senior hygiene
officer, was recently appointed chairman
of the Society of Food Hygiene Technology (SFHT).
She was one of the principal founders
of the society and voted vice-chairman for
the first two years of its existence. All
other nine committee members are men,
so it is not only an important extension to
the society's association with JS and a
symbol of the respect that they hold for
the company food technology experts,
but a step forward for womankind! Committee members represent all facets of the
food/beverage and allied industries.
On a more serious note, Wendy's new
responsibilities have merely strengthened
her commitment to SFHT's future. The
group formed when a number of
members of the Food Group of the
British Institute of Cleaning Science
found that there was an increasing need
for a new independent society in addition
to the existing official bodies, to cater for
everyone involved, or with an interest in,
food hygiene in its widest context.

Now representatives from manufacturers, retailers, pest control institutions,
chemical producers, engineering firms
and other related industries have become
members—many of whom are also JS suppliers. They all enjoy the opportunity of
meeting and exchanging views with
others interested in the subject.
The society publishes regular news
sheets, organises successful symposia on
hygiene related subjects and holds
popular luncheons with distinguished
guest speakers such as Dr Magnus Pike.
The SFHT's main aims for the future
include ambitious audio visual training
programmes and the possibility of a
research scheme in association with a
university.
Wendy continues some work for other
committees too—she is chairman of a
working party for the Institute of
Environmental Health introduced to set
up training programmes for food handlers
in the UK.

A successful year
THE JS HOME ECONOMISTS have a
two-fold celebration on their plates!
Firstly, the Association of Home
Economists has recently been granted
institute status and now becomes the
Institute of Home Economics giving all
qualified home economists a greater professional standing.
Secondly, JS's SW area home economist, Jane Babbage, has been elected to the
council of management of the Institute of
Home Economics.
Right from the start Jane was
determined to be a cookery demonstrator. She then worked towards her goal by
taking a two-year course at Bristol
Polytechnic and left with a fist full of
certificates that qualified her to tackle
anything that came along on the home
economics front.
Jane started her career as a 'Batchelor
Girl' (of soup fame!) and after working for
the Solid Fuel Advisory Service, she
married and became a freelance home
economist. Not long after she took on JS
as one of her 'clients'. She also does a
regular cookery programme for Westward Television using JS products whenever possible.
To be eligible for election to the
committee, it is necessary to be qualified
in the subject, either at degree level or

have a diploma. Another requirement is to
have been working in this field for several
years, which Jane naturally had been.
Since the service began in 1970 the
number of home economists has
increased from five to 12, and each one is
responsible for her own geographical
area where she gives talks to a variety of
audiences—parent/teacher associations,
women's institutes or any one else who
asks for someone from JS to address
them.
The twelfth AGM of the JS home
economists was held on June 8 at the
Tower Hotel, London.
The meeting was opened by Chris
Leaver, head of public relations, who
chaired the day.
He was followed by speakers from
various head office departments, who
covered a number of topical subjects.

Enjoying an aperitif after a hard morning,
above: (I to r) Gwen Wright, buying
director, Bob Ingham, Jane Babbage,
Barbara Logan, and grocery marketing
manager, Mike Conolly. Below: (I to r)
senior home economist Wendy Godfrey,
Helen Harris, Sue Farmer and Adele
Brazier.
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Victory at Calne
T H E ANNUAL CRICKET match
between JS and Harris of Calne, played
on June 5 at Calne, resulted in a win for JS.
This match, one of the highlights of the
JS cricketing season, celebrated its 35th
birthday this year.
Since the second world war the prize
for the winning team has been a
magnificent cup, presented by the
directors to commemorate the close
links which had grown up between the
two companies during the war years. The
link was created when Harris acted as the
'cover' for the JS factory in case Blackfriars was bombed, and so every year this
lasting friendship is celebrated with a
cricket match.
The first match was played in 1947,
when the cricket was washed out and
Harris won the encounter on the dart
board. This happened again in 1954,
when rain stopped play and Harris, yet
again, beat JS at darts.
To date a total of 36 matches have been
played, including darts matches—JS has
won 18, Harris 12, there have been five
draws and one tie.
If the proposed closure of Harris at
Calne becomes a reality this year, this
celebrated match will be greatly missed
by the JS team, who say that the first
Saturday in June will never be the same
again.

ABC of
fruit and veg
WHAT DO you do to a library to brighten
it up and give it extra purpose? 'Fill it with
tropical fruit and vegetables' was the
answer given by Chris Avery, the librarian
in Rennie House at Blackfriars.
So with this in mind he set out to plan
what was to become a very colourful and
original exhibition, which took off in
mid-May.
Since tropical fruit and vegetables are
being sold more by JS branches, it seemed
a good idea to provide information on

Smiles from the winning JS team
them. Although customers and staff are
familiar with avocados and mangos, items
such as kiwi fruit and Chinese lettuce are
not so well known by the general public.
Also, as the library had been receiving
an increasing number of enquiries about
lesser known citrus fruits, Chris decided
to do a little research himself and then
set it out for the benefit of others.
The display was established in a corner
of the library, using a variety of posters,
some made by Chris and others given by
suppliers.
A few books from the library were used
as back-up material, and plenty of
pamphlets were displayed.
The exhibition is going to last for a
couple of months after which Chris will
pick another topic. 'It will be about
wine,' he said.
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Run for it
A SPECIAL AWARD of £100 was
recently presented to John Perry, a 19year-old tradesman at Luton Central
branch.
John was hailed a hero and given the
award as a token of the public's appreciation after he chased and caught a
shoplifter. The thief had hit a store
detective over the head with a bottle but
nevertheless John, after a scuffle, caught
him and escorted him back to the shop.
After the court case and receiving his
award, John said that he had never
expected a reward. 'It was a spur of the
moment thing and I would do the same
thing again if I had to,' he said.

No trouble at mill
IN THE FOOTSTEPS of last year's
Business Enterprise Award, presented to
JS for having been the company making
the most significant contribution to job
creation that year, it's nice to know that
the company is still helping to ease the
unemployment problem, indirectly as
well as directly.
A recent example arose at Walsham
Mill, near Bury St Edmunds, where
confirmation of a contract to supply JS
with wholemeal flour meant that the mill
was able to expand their staff by seven.
Naturally enough Mike Cooper, managing director of the mill, was delighted
with the outcome and is looking forward
to further expansion in the future.

Wining and
dining ideas
NEW ZEALAND LAMB is featured in
one of the latest full colour leaflets available in Sainsbury's stores.
These 'mini food guides' are displayed
adjacent to the products that they are
promoting and offer free information,
advice and recipe suggestions to
shoppers.
While the brochures are designed
initially to promote sales, they also
satisfy a real need for more customer
information. They 'talk' to shoppers who
are anxious to choose the very best
goods.
'Sainsbury's Guide to New Zealand
Lamb' gives mouth-watering recipes,
details of how to get the most from your
roast and how to choose the best cuts for
your needs. The leaflet stresses that
Sainsbury's take an 'uncommon interest'
in meat and promises that it will reach the
customer in prime condition. The lamb
guide was devised in conjunction with the
New Zealand Lamb Marketing Board and
was launched in May during the centenary
celebrations of its association with Britain.
The attractive guide to 'French Wine
at Sainsbury's' is slightly different but the
emphasis on an informative role remains
the same. It lists the many wine producing
regions in France and gives general hints
on choosing and enjoying wine. The
leaflet then explains the pride that JS has
in offering good French wines at the best
possible prices.
Other free leaflets are being produced to
coincide with events such as different
promotions and advertising campaigns,
or merely in order to stimulate interest
in imaginative serving suggestions . . .
and of course good eating habits!

Cancer round-up
DETERMINATION is what its all about
when it comes to raising money for
Cancer Research, and this month has
been no exception!
Southend decided not to hide their
light under a bushel and set out on a
sponsored walk from Leigh-on-Sea to
Shoeburyness. They covered a distance
of seven miles collecting the grand total
of £1,097.25.
More exercise was had by two
members of staff from Bognor, when on a
very cold morning they decided to go for
an energetic sponsored swim. The result
was £600 and a whole load of goose
pimples!
Nuneaton, for all the rain and hail
experienced on a bike ride, felt they
too had been for a swim when at the
finish of their sponsored cycle round the
local college car park, 28 members of staff
arrived wet and bedraggled. They biked a
total of £525.
Finally, Poole (not as in swimming)
held a three-hour sponsored 'non-stop'
disco dancing competition, and jigged
their way to £274.79.
Carry on collecting!

Easy on the brakes at
Nuneaton

I wish..
TO BE OR NOT to be, a wishing well,
was the question, facing Terry Nicholson,
manager of Homebase at Leeds (now
manager at Nottingham).
The problem arose when a small pool
was built in the store, near the
greenhouses. A few goldfish and plants
were put in for decoration, but there was
never any doubt as to the pool's purpose:
to keep humidity at a required level.
It had not been there long, when
generous customers started throwing
coins in. At first Terry had his doubts, 'I
thought it might be hooligans firing at the
defenceless fish, but as it kept happening

I changed my mind'.
As time went on the pool was filling up
fast with lp and 2p coins, so much so,
staff had to keep emptying it out, because
the dirt on the coins was polluting the
water and endangering the fish.
After six months Homebase, unconsciously, had raised £150. Terry then
went on to say 'as we did not know the
procedure regarding fish pond money,
we decided to divide it among several
charities.
'The Lifeboat Association received a
substantial amount, it seemed appropriate . . . out of the pond into the sea.'

A crash
course
Luton walk
FROM LUTON Central a few of the
more intrepid members of staff collected
£300 for Luton and Dunstable maternity
special care unit for premature babies.
The money was raised by a ten mile
sponsored walk organised by Gladys
Spacey, customer service assistant, and
will be invested by the hospital in a
feeding pump.

DESPITE A DOWNPOUR on May 23,
Lexden staff went out in force to
Colchester army barracks and took part
in an assault course in aid of the National
Grocers' Benevolent Fund.
The course was a difficult one,
scrambling up walls, swinging along bars
and generally overcoming all treacherous
obstacles, but nevertheless it took only
two and half minutes to get round. Out of
the five teams present from Sainsbury's,
two succeeded in coming first out of their
section. They were the tradesmen's team
and the all female staff team.
A total of £190 was collected and now
Lexden branch feel they are equipped for
all eventualities!

Falklands here we come?
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Bike park?
From: Tony Gayfer, distribution division,
Blackfriars.
While waiting for my medical examination recently, I picked up the Health
Education Council's brochure 'Looking
after Yourself and read the following
caption: 'Try biking to work'. I have done
just that since I joined JS in 1965 and
indeed long before then—it may explain
at least in part my good health record.
Now that increasing numbers of JS
staff are following this precedent and
the
company
is
actively
encouraging good health in various ways,
may I suggest that the cycling trend
would be greatly encouraged by the provision of secure and weatherproof parking for bicycles.
John Lavender, office manager Blackfriars replies:
Increasingly over the past year I have
been asked if it would be possible to park
bicycles at Head Office and each request
has been granted. However, because of
the risks involved, owners have not
wished to leave their cycles in the open
car parks and have preferred to park
them at their own risk in the lower car
park of Stamford House where there is a
degree of protection.
Should the level of demand become
too high for this space there would need
to be a limit imposed but this has not yet
been reached.
Ed: what's the situation in the branches
and depots?

FEEDBACK
Letters are welcome
and should "be
addressed to the editor
Brief encounter
From: Barry Collins, branch display,
Blackfriars.
Here is a tale of woe about a fellow
member of staff, who for reasons which
will become obvious, prefers to remain
nameless.
During the recent tube and rail strikes,
being such a considerate citizen, he was
very happy to be able to help out and give
a colleague of his a lift into work. The day
before they both agreed; via their
secretaries, a mutually convenient
pick-up point.
On the Wednesday morning the car
pulled up at the pre-arranged spot and
picked up the gentleman concerned.
The journey took about two hours and

in that time they mentioned what
departments they worked in and the
types of jobs they had in hand.
On arrival at Blackfriars the driver
dropped his passenger and set off/to look
for a parking space.
Not long after arriving at his office a
phone call came from his colleague's
secretary asking him why he hadn't
picked her boss up, as arranged. He
naturally enough said he had. But then
was informed that her boss had returned
home, frustrated, after waiting for his lift
—which never arrived.
So who was the other mystery
passenger he gave a lift to? Does he work
atJS?
Many other questions jump to mind
but, whatever the answers, you have to
admire his cheek and as my friend
admitted 'if you couldn't laugh at his gall,
you would cry'.

Reconnnendation
From: Mrs Ena Joll, customer at Queens
Road, Watford.
I started shopping at Sainsbury's just
after getting married in 1934. St Albans
Road, Watford, was my nearest branch,
and when that closed down I transferred
to the High Street branch.
Now I do my shopping at Queens Road
and I would like to point out what I have
always found, and that is that JS staff are
always very polite and helpful. But more
important is that in 46 years I have never
had to take anything back!
I thought you would like to know this.
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»TWO £75 PRIZES are waiting for the lucky winners of the 1982
IS Joumal/SS A Photographic Competition.
This year there are two themes open to your interpretation—Summertime Blues and Nostalgia—so get your
imagination into gear, and those shutters clicking!
The rules are simple—all pictures must be black and white
and arrive at the Journal office by September 30.
You may enter as many prints as you like and each must have
an entry form attached or your name, job title, work location
and phone number written on the back.
All JS employees and veterans may enter. No prints submitted
for any previous Journal competition will be considered.
For full details see JSJ June.
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LONG SERVICE
Alfred Hubbard, warehouse/reception
manager at Reading, has completed 40
years' service with JS.
He joined the company at Barking
branch and moved to his present position
in 1965.
Colin 'Col' Hunt, meat manager at
Balham, has completed 40 years' service
with JS.
He began his career with the company
at Sutton branch, in the provisions
department. In 1961 he became head
butcher at Cheam and nine years later
was promoted to meat manager at
Balham.
Gerry Attree, assistant meat manager
at Taunton, has completed 25 years'
service with JS.
He started his career as a trainee
butcher at Muswell Hill, and then worked
as relief butcher in most manual branches
in North London. In 1965 Gerry was
promoted to assistant meat manager at
East Finchley, and eight years later
moved to Swindon for the opening.
Three years later he was promoted to
meat manager.
Due to ill health he moved to Taunton
as assistant meat manager—his present
position.
Roy Chowdury, assistant buyer in the
purchasing department at Blackfriars,
has completed 25 years' service with JS.
He joined the company as a sales clerk
and a year later moved to Union Street as
bacon order clerk. Roy then became
senior clerk at Basingstoke depot and has
now been in his present position for seven
years.
Jim Pottle, section leader in distribution planning at Blackfriars, has completed 25 years with JS.
He worked in the sales office, depot
supply control and branch supply control
before taking up his present position.
John Parfitt, a driver at Charlton depot,
has completed 25 years' service with JS.
He joined the company at Union Street
and moved to Charlton as a chargehand
before taking up his present position in
1972.
Joyce Parish, office manager at
Brighton, has completed 25 years' service
with JS.
She began her career with the company
at London Road, Brighton, and then
moved to Blatchington Road, Hove, as
deputy chief cashier. Joyce has been in
her present position since 1969.

RETIREMENTS
Robert Bourner, meat manager at
Chatham, has retired after 43 years with
JS.
He began his career with the company
as a butchers' learner, at Tonbridge. A
year later he moved to Leatherhead as a
cutter/shopman only to be called up a
year after that. Robert returned, after
five years in the bomber command, to
Tonbridge Wells, as a butcher. In 1949 he
was promoted to head butcher at
Tonbridge and 14 years later became
meat manager at Chatham. In 1965 he
moved to Maidstone and returned to
Chatham in April 1982.

PEOPLE
AM Tyler, house manager at Blackfriars,
has retired after 39 years' service with JS.
He joined the company as a lift
attendant and a few years later was
promoted to postroom supervisor. Alf had
been house manager since 1975.
Walter Nixon, driver at Charlton depot,
has retired after 27 years with JS.
Leonard Hurford, manager at Rye
Lane, has retired after 26 years with JS.
He joined the firm at Cheam Village.
After working in several branches
including Sutton, he moved to Central
Croydon. In 1971 Leonard was promoted
to deputy manager for the opening of
Norbury and two years later became
manager of Addiscombe. He moved to
Rye Lane in 1980.
Queenie Burch, senior supermarket
assistant at Winton, has retired after 24
years with JS.
She joined at Bournemouth as a
packer/weigher and transferred a few
years later to Winton, as a senior
supermarket assistant. In 1965 Queenie
moved back to Bournemouth branch
only to return to the new Winton in 1979.
Doris Bryant, part-time supermarket
assistant at Central Croydon, has retired
after 20 years' service with JS.
She joined the company at George
Street, Croydon and moved to Central
Croydon for the opening.
Dilys 'Taffy' Coombs, skilled supermarket assistant at Kingsland Road, has
retired after 20 years' service with JS.
She began her career with the company at Chapel Street manual branch, as
a dairy assistant. In 1972 she moved to
Kingsland Road.
May Goff, chief display assistant at
Bedford, has retired after 18 years with
JS.
She started working for the company
at Bedford as a packer/weigher and later
worked on the shop floor until she became
chief display assistant.
William Brown, engineer at Basingstoke depot, has retired after 16 years'
service with JS.

Don't forget last copy
date for the
next issue is
August 9

Penelope O'Leary, grocery manager's
clerk at Putney, has retired after 15 years
with JS.
She joined the firm at Putney manual
branch and in 1974 moved to the new
branch as grocery clerk.
Francis 'Frank' Kendell, senior area
service assistant at Coventry area office,
has retired after 14 years' service with
JS.
He joined the firm at branch engineers,
Coventry.
Joan Ralls, assistant checkout manager
at Boscombe, has retired after 14 years
with JS.
She began her career with the company as a packer/weigher, was then promoted to senior display assistant until
taking up her final post in 1979.
Janet 'Jan' Gibbs, skilled supermarket
assistant at Borehamwood, has retired
after 12 years with JS.
The following staff have also retired.
Length of service is shown in brackets.
Mr P Alfred (10 years)
Mrs J Ansell (10 years)
Mrs F Geary (9 years)
Mrs T Allen (7 years)
Mrs E Murrey (7 years)
Mrs M Summers (7 years)
Mrs M Whattingham (6 years)

OBITUARY
Nora Denyer, canteen supervisor at
Dunstable, died on May 16, aged 58.
She began working for the company in
1968 and had worked at Dunstable since
1972.
Helen Nicholson, skilled supermarket
assistant at Corby, died on June 1, aged
46.
She had been with the company for
seven years.
George Overton, customer service
assistant at Cannon Park, died on April 7,
aged 59.
He had been with JS for just over a
year.
Raymond Sims, manager at Winton,
died on June 17, aged 51. He had
completed 32 years' service with JS
having been recruited as senior trainee
salesman at 57 Kingston.
For his first' 14 years, Ray worked at
Tolworth branch—where he was promoted to senior leading salesman. He
moved to Kingston, then Richmond,
where he was promoted to senior salesman, becoming assistant manager in 1960.
Nine years later he took over the management of Feltham and moved to Lordshill
in 1977.
In March 1980 he suffered a severe
heart attack and did not return to JS until
September of that year, when he became
deputy produce supervisor in the Woking
area.
Ray was appointed manager of Winton
in 1981 but was taken ill again in January
this year.
Alan Stark, maintenance manager at
Basingstoke depot, died suddenly on
May 1, aged 34.
He had been at the depot for nine
years.
Edward Stow, cleaner at Basingstoke
depot, died on May 4, aged 26.
He had been with the company for
three years.
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Above; Post-war training session at Blackfriars, Below left: The wooden beater and slicer. Below right: Page from the rule book

Margarine
memories
BEFORE T H E DAYS of machine
packaging, the shop assistant's job demanded a number of skills now obsolete.
A 'rule book' for JS branches, recently
donated to the archives by Derek Harker,
branch operations, sheds light on a
number of these skills. Dating from the
1930's it sets out the duties of staff down
to the last detail, as well as giving advice
on such matters as housekeeping and
display, the retail sale of foodstuffs and
explanatory notes on Acts of Parliament j

affecting personnel. The major part of
the rule book, however, is taken up with
precise instructions for the preparation
of food.
Crelos Margarine, for example, was
delivered to the branch in 541b blocks
which had to be divided with the
minimum wastage. The diagram shows
how this was accomplished using special
markers and a pattern which scored lines
on the surface of the margarine. Other
markers were used forLaibon margarine,
and for the different types of butter.
The rule book reads, 'the aluminium
marker must be used at all times, and the
Sainsbury method of wiring must be
strictly adhered to for all types of
package".
The margarine was 'knocked up' with a

hardwood slice and a long handled
beater, "which must be scrubbed daily
and care taken to see that no rancid
butter or margarine is left between the
grooves of the beater. Slicers should be
kept sharp and free from splinters. Once
cut, every packet of margarine taken by a
customer or sent out on the rounds must
bear one of the greaseproof labels
provided. All butter and margarine
handed to a customer must be double
wrapped in greaseproof and brown paper.
Egg bags should be used in hot weather,
and always where the customer has no
bag or basket'.
The photograph of a post-war training
session illustrates how seriously the skills
of the branch staff were taken.
Classes such as these had their origin in
the training centre set up in 1916 at
Stamford House, for the women who
took the place of the menfolk whilst they
went off to fight. After the war, the
returned soldiers attended refresher
courses at the centre.
Centralised training allowed standard
methods of food preparation, such as
those mentioned above, to be perfected,
guaranteeing minimum wastage. The
envy of other retail stores, such methods
became famous and advertising stating
'Sainsbury trained men preferred"
frequently appeared in the press.
The training centre was replaced by a
new one at Tress House in 1957, and
later decentralised.

Us

Whilst the arena filled with grunts and
groans from the tug of war, signalling the
start of the sports, the fairground came
alive.
The most popular ride, and a new

attraction, were the donkeys, for which
there were endless participants. (Surely
a must for next year!)
The roundabouts were also a favourite
inclusion—especially the old fashioned
merry-go-round famous for its
appearance in Tommy Steele's film 'Half
a Sixpence'.
Piercing screams wafted from the
House of Horrors, and the radio controlled miniature car track provided
another
magnetic
attraction —
Sainsbury's Family Day van zoomed
round ceaselessly, chased by sports cars.
But as the day wore on it became
increasingly apparent that it was not only
the kiddies enjoying all the fun of the fair.

Many grown-ups were in evidence
battling determinedly to win teddy bears
and getting stuck into monster sticks of
candy-floss!
Generally, as ever, Family Day visitors
were spoilt for choice as far as food and
refreshments were concerned, and all
queued patiently for their snacks.
If children weren't taking part in sack
races they could watch the remote
controlled vehicles (far left) or ride on
the merry-go-round. Rides seemed
tremendously popular this yeardonkeys were voted top favouriteswhile parents seemed to get tangled up in
candy-floss
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